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SECURING YOUR BRANCH

DIRECT INTERNET ACCESS (DIA) CONNECTION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In today’s always-on, digital world, many businesses have branches
and satellite offices physically spread all over the globe.
This means that these enterprise users
aren’t singularly tied to a corporate
network. Rather, enterprise traffic is
sent over often costly WAN services to
a central location irrespective of traffic
destination, user type, and device.
And finally, the enterprise applications
being accessed have shifted from
the data center to a hybrid cloud

ALMOST

80

%

of an enterprise’s distributed
workforce access the
network from a branch.1
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As a result, enterprises with branch
offices increasingly rely on Direct
Internet Access (DIA) to connect to the
public Internet for daily and businesscritical activities. An alternative to legacy
WAN links and MPLS, DIA can handle
the escalating bandwidth requirements
dictated by cloud-first and SaaS-heavy
environments while keeping both
complexity and cost down.

79%
of business leaders report that their
organization is adopting new and
emerging technologies faster than they
can address related security issues.2

70%

of businesses
that experience
a major incident either
do not reopen or fail within
three years.3
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THE SOLUTION

Using the Cloud for Secure DIA Connectivity
A cloud-based Secure Internet

made in a matter of minutes with
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Name System to provide full visibility
into Internet activity, stopping threats
over all ports
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